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SIMPLEX
TYPE H CABLE
Type H Cable is especially suited to high voltage
cable systems that are Y-connected with neutral
solidly grounded.
Following are a few of its advantages:
1.

Control of Temperature

In Type H multiple-conductor
cable, suitable
metallic coverings, such as copper tapes, surround
each insulated conductor and conduct the heat generated in the conductors and insulation to the outer
sheath so effectively that the temperature in the center of the cable is practically the same as that of
the outer sheath. This reduces the thermal resistance
from conductors to sheath and keeps the insulation
at a lower maximum temperature
and a lower
average temperature.
2.

Avoidance of Tangential

Insulation

Stresses

The conductor sheaths in Type H cable eliminate
tangential stress and, therefore, remove one of the
greatest difficulties of multiple-conductor
cable for
higher voltages.
3.

Elimination

of Voids

In lead-covered cable there are often voids or air
spaces between the surface of the insulation and the
inner surface of the sheath in which ionization may
start, even at a low voltage stress.
With Type H
cable, the sheath over each individual insulated
conductor is closely applied and is so constructed
as to continue to adhere to the surface of the insulation regardless of the deformation of the lead
sheath.
Consequently, there is less liability of the
formation of voids. Any voids outside the conductor
sheaths, not being under electrical stress, cannot
become ionized.
.
4.

Assurance
Ground.

that

Faults

will

be Conductor-to'

The absence of belt insulation and the presence of
conductor sheaths insures that all faults will be
conductor to ground. This is of great advantage to
the operating man, particularly
on systems with
neutral ground resistance or with ground relays.
5.

Thorough Impregnation

of Paper Insulation

The conductor sheaths in Type H cable are so constructed as to allow free impregnation of the insulation.
The area of the perforations in the conductor sheaths are entirely adequate for this purpose and yet there is no loss of the other advantages such as decreased heating, elimination of tangential stresses, increase in sheath resistance, etc.
Further

information

will be sent upon request.

SIMPLEX 'MRE & CABLE @

ITY planning in America has undergone a curious
inversion. In the early days most of our cities were
laid out by civil engineers, of whom L'Enfant was a
notable example. At the present time, a majority of
our city planners have received their basic training as
building architects or landscape architects, mostly the
latter. Engineers have worked 011 single aspects of
municipal planning problems, but few of them have
been responsible for integrated regional planning. CLIn
Germany the history of city planning has been exactly
the reverse, and now the civil engineer is the most
important figure in regional planning there. It may be
noted, by way of parenthesis, that there is an indication that the American civil engineer is looking toward
a more active participation in this field. The Department of Civil Engineering here at the Institute, for
example, is interested in the planning of airports, an
activity that is now paradoxically in the hands of the
architect and landscape architect. CLROMANF. HEThIGENTHAL,
the author of the article on German city planning on page 199, symbolizes in his person the state of
affairs in Germany. He is one of the foremost city
planners in that country, although by profession he is a
civil engineer. He is chairman of the Department of
Civil Engineering at the Technical University at
Karlsruhe, and holds doctorates in both engineering
and economics.In his capacity of city planner, he teaches
the subjects of city planning and city engineering, is a
member of the German Academy of Town Planning, the
American Civic Association, the International Federation for Housing and Town Planning, consultant for the
cities of Berlin, Essen, DUsseldorf, Breslau, Wetzlar,
Rostock, and he was formerly town planning officialfor
the city of Berlin. In addition to all these activities,
he has published various treatises on city planning;
notably, Deutscher Stiidtebau (1921), Berliner Stiidieboustudien. (1926), and Stadtebaurecht und Stiidtebau
(1929). It is obvious that Dr. Heiligenthal speaks with
great authority, and his doctrine that the engineer
should play a prominent part in city planning will
doubtless fall on fertile ground in America. CLHis article
was translated from the German by HUNTERROUSE,'29,
who recently returned to this country after holding an
M. 1. T. Traveling Fellowship in Hydraulics. He will be
remembered as the author of an article entitled" Amerikanismus " in the December, 1930, Review. Another
article by him on one of the great German hydraulic
laboratories is to appear in a forthcoming issue, as well
as two other translations of articles by notable German
engineers on the social importance of their profession
in the Fatherland.

C

wo articles in this issue are contributed by Dr.
NORBERTWIENER,a contributing editor of The
T
Review, who is now lecturing at Cambridge University,
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England, and in his spare time visiting and traveling on
the Continent. His article on page 201 throws a new and

CLEVEI,.AND
SAN FRANCISCO

(Concluded on page 195)
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(Concluded from page 194)
revealing light on the mysteries of modern physics,
while his monthly letter from abroad (page !HS) records his impressions of conditions among the intellec-.
tual classes in Europe under the trying conditions
of unrest and uncertainty that now prevail. 4I. Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibniz, who evolved some astonishingly modern physical concepts as Dr. Wiener points out in his
main article, is growing in stature as a scientist, although
dead more than 200 years. Last month The Review, in
describing the differential analyzer developed by Dr.
Vannevar Bush, '16, noted that Leibniz was probably
the first to visualize the usefulness of machine computation. In a notable paper on the differential analyzer
which Dr. Bush published in the Journal of the Franklin Institute,
he paid tribute to the foresight and
brilliance of this great German philosopher, scientist,
4I. Last month The Review began
and mathematician.
with an article by Dr. Ralph E. Freeman a series of
papers on current economic and business problems. The
series is continued in this issue with five papers prepared by members of the Institute's
Department
of
Economics and Statistics, and of Business and Engineering Administration.
As explained in the editorial note
at the beginning of this group of papers, they were
originally presented at a conference held for graduates
of the latter named department.
Next month, there
will be another full length article by Robert F. Elder,
Professor of Marketing at the Institute.
The Review
wishes to express its appreciation to the aforementioned
departments
at the Institute for making these studies
of economic and business conditions available for publication. It is the wish of both The Review and these
departments that they will contribute to an understanding of the "economic disease from which we are suffering" and may suggest curative procedures. 4I. Registrar
JOSEPH ~. MAcKINNON, '13, author of the article on
electrical engineering graduate instruction, joined the
Institute
staff as assistant in physics in 1915, after
having spent the two years following his graduation
in engineering work. In 1915 he became an instructor in
physics, and in 1921 a member of the Faculty. He has
been Registrar of the Institute since 1923.

AS

a 'result of the last football season, there has been

.t\.. widespread discussion of college athletics and their
effect upon the health of the participants. Most of this
discussion has been cursory and uninformed and there
is the need for a thorough and impartial investigation
of the facts. The article on page 209, happily, fills this
need. It is a thoroughgoing study, from the point of view
of the physician, of the medical literature on the subject
of athletics and health. Its author, Dr. ALLAN W.
ROWE, '01, hardly needs an introduction.
As director
of the Evans Memorial of the Massachusetts Memorial
Hospitals, and as Secretary of the Institute's
Alumni
Advisory
Council on Athletics,
he is thoroughly
informed on every phase of the problem.
( 195)
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MURAL (above) in

School of Fine Arts, exe-

cuted by Diego Rivera. This Mexican, whose
work is mainly fresco, is plying his trade
with astonishing approbation in the United
States. Many of his subjects depict applied
science and technology,

a subject which

he treats bluntly but revealingly.
"Pneumatic

Drill,"

Mr. Rivera,
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Museum
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is on exhibition
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of Modern
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ENGINEERS AS CITY PLANNERS
Germany Finds Technical Clarity a Way to Civic Beauty
By

ROMAN

F.

HEILIGENTHAL

TRANSLATED BY HUNTER ROUSE

HAT law of nature, called recapitulation, which
states that higher forms of life must, prior to
birth, pass through all the stages of evolution of
their predecessors, seems to hold true for the modern art
of building, just showing signs of life. Such beginnings
as the London Crystal Palace of 1851, the Eiffel Tower
of 1888, and the numerous bridge projects in America
and Europe were unable to bring this new structural art
into the world, because mankind had not attained the
proper degree of maturity. Civilization still had to reexperience the entire architectural development of the
Egyptians, the Greeks, and the Romans, through the
Gothic and Renaissance to Baroque and Classic styles,
before it could finally free itself from the past.
Germany, so historic in her tendencies, has suffered
greatly under this situation, not only in structural architecture but in city planning, especially since the latter
was not, as in America, in the hands of the landscape
architects, but in those of the building architects. The
influence of city designsof the Middle Ages,felt until the
end of the Nineteenth Century, and of Baroque designs
till early in the Twentieth, have seriously hindered the
progress of city development.
The German engineer may take unto himself credit
for having guided city planning out of this erroneous
situation. From the following points of attack he has
approached the problem of municipal development:
1. Questions of economics,of transportation of goods,
and of intercourse.
2. Matters of water, gas, and electric supply, of drainage and sewage, of the provision of tree and park areas.

T

S. The problem of housing the laboring forces of great
industries.
The Nineteenth Century concerned itself in no way
whatsoever with the city as a center of production, but
instead dealt primarily with the development of residential quarters. Planning of industrial centers was looked
upon as purely technical- the planning of a residential
section was an art.
German engineers, depending upon their knowledge
of political and private economics, first determined that
the modern municipality, contrary to the -earlier cities,
is not a consuming center, but a producing center; that
its life forces are industry and commerce; that its development is stimulated by transportation and turnover of
goods; and that its entire character may be understood only through a proper under tanding of its
economic functions, its labor divisions, and it labor
associations.
City planning may not commence with the secondary
matter of residential districts; on the contrary, its
primary duty is to establish the production possibilities
of the locality and thereafter so to give body to the
plan that these production possibilities will be fully
utilized.
.
The means thereof lie in the transportation system;
the skeleton of riverways and railways determines the
figure of the modern city. This figure is subject to continuous growth and remodeling, since the modern city is
no longer the economic center of a small region, but an
arm of the economic world and an object of its extraordinarily far-reaching influences.
(199 )

200
Not tatic a was the city of the Eighteenth Century,
planned and built after a fixed design, but dynamicthus mu t the modern municipal organism be undertood; for its life signifiesnot only constant growth, but
also death for many sections.It plan mu t be essentially
ela tic.
The great designs ubmitted in prize planning contests
for Berlin in 1910, for DUsseldorfin 1912, for Breslau in
1921, and for Wetzlar in 1925 tand as a symbol of this
development. The systems of intercourse in these
de ign concentrate entirely upon furthering the productive processes of the city, and giving the laborers peace
after the turmoil of the day.

That the commercial centers are the disturbing element in the municipal design - as taught by Romanticists and Classicists at the turn of the century - is a
fallacy. On the contrary, while the Nineteenth Century
sponsored the ring scheme of the old fortified towns, the
radial development of the modern city was first brought
about by demands of intercourse. Only as a result of
the introduction of street cars in municipal traffic did
the difference between thoroughfares and residential
streets become apparent. Thus the modern city found
that form expres ive of its organization. Commerce has
led the way out of the maze created by speculation and
architectural fantasy and, above all, has made possible
the process of crystallization of the modern city system.
In the field of street design the Studiengesellschaft fur
Automobilstrassenbasi (Societyfor the Study of Automobile Highway Construction) has played a most prominent part. This association has evolved a plan of a
network ofmain highwaysfor entire Germany, which will
be followedas closely as the unfortunately meager funds
will permit. It has also established standard cross-sections for a multitude of different sorts of highways and
streets, which are of extreme value not only for regional
planning, but for city design in the narrower sense as
well. It has finally proved in how high. a measure the
street cross-section is determined by the relation of
through traffic to local traffic, which changes according
to the varying agglomeration of its economic character.
Through the work of the engineers for water, gas, and
electric supply as wellas those for sanitation in industrial
districts, regional planning has come into existence.
German engineers have not only technically solved their
problems of water supply and sanitation (lmhojj'tanks)
but they have also stimulated the solution of these problems within the widest limits for entire economic districts and drainage regions. Finally they have also
sponsored legislation favoring the progress of their
efforts.
This legislation, which has made its mark upon German regional work, recognizes an association of certain
groups and organizations (Zweckverband) based upon a
special law. Unenforced cooperation of the community
with technical experts serves to clarify the economicand
technical bases for, and to further develop the matter
in law leading to, a closer bond between these groups.
Stronger regulations are considered than are necessary
for the completion of projects, in order to establi h firmly
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their various rights and duties, and to simplify relations
with the courts and so obviate disputes.
In this way the great union for the water supply of the
Ruhr district was created as early as 1898; the Emscher
Association in 1904 for flood control, drainage, and the
purification of the drained water in the Emscher region;
and the Ruhr Union of 1913, which attends to these
problems in the region where the collective waters of
the Ruhr flow off.
This Zweckverband, through passage of special laws,
proved itself of such merit in the Ruhr region that it has
also been used for regional planning in the field of city
design, for the Ruhr Settlement Union was formed in
1920, also by special law. In this case as well, the association by law was preceded by years of uncompulsory cooperation between the community and the state officials
and technical experts, in order to clarify the underlying
principles and work out the matter in judicial terms.
As source of this work there existed the wish to retain
the recreational sections of the Ruhr district threatened
by the development of industries. It soon became obvious, principally through the efforts of Dr. Ing.
Schmidt, that it was not possible to rely upon the negative inertia of park spaces for their preservation, without
providing positive means for the expansion of industries
and for the layout of residential quarters and routes of
intercourse. As a result, the Ruhr Settlement Union
is armed with court authorization for the construction
of traffic channels, for zoning, settlement, and the provision and preservation of free' spaces.
The realization that useful economic politics are only
possible if the basic principles of socia1hygiene are observed has led to the establishment of large planted areas
even in the centers of the largest cities.
In Berlin there are expansive open spaces provided in
the suburbs for drainage and gardening purposes. The
sand districts of the plains of Brandenburg were transformed into irrigated lands to take up the drainage of the
city and to lighten the problems of milk and vegetable
supply. Adjacent to these great farming lands were
provided expansive recreational fieldsfor the community
through acquisition from state and private ownership of
wooded sections which surround the most beautiful
scenic territory, in particular that of the lake region.
So far as these large open spaces of the community
may serve tourists, they are also used to promote agriculture and forestry - but always in such a way that
the goals of recreational facility and scenic beauty are
first considered.

In conjunction with the large open suburban areas
and the inner city parks, the example set by America in
providing grass strips along street and sidewalk has had
a strong influence in Germany. It has also been realized
that the present-day parks may no longer be designed in
the style of the fashionable court gardens of the Eighteenth Century, since they must serve huge throngs as
playgrounds. These, together with sport and swimming
parks, are now planned in great numbers and area.
The settling of laboring classes in expansive settle'ment districts has been an (Concluded on page 131313)

